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ABSTRACT. We investigate whether the recent slow-down of Whillans Ice Stream
(WIS), West Antarctica, may lead to its complete stoppage in the near future, using a
numerical model. Basal resistance to ice-stream motion is represented by a continuous till
layer whose strength changes in response to basal melting and freezing. We implement a
basal drainage system, which acts to hinder ice-stream stoppage through supply of extra
water to those parts of the bed that are experiencing freezing. The ice module is a standard
flowline model with parameterized key out-of-plane effects (Raymond, 1996). The most
important result of our modeling effort is that we never obtained a slow-down that would
not be followed by a complete stoppage within 5100 years.WIS slow-down can be avoided
in the model if large basal water-input rates are assumed, to satisfy basal freezing. In com-
parison, the tested perturbations inWIS width and mass balance had a relatively small effect
on the tendency of the simulated ice stream to slow down.These results underscore the need
for more quantitative constraints on the efficiency of sub-ice-stream water drainage.We con-
jecture that the present-day slow-down of WIS will evolve to shut-down in the next few
decades, unless an addition of basal water prevents freeze-on-driven bed strengthening.

1. INTRODUCTION

The modern volume of theWest Antarctic ice sheet (WAIS)
is equivalent to a sea-level rise of up to 6 m. This represents
only a fraction of the Late-glacial volume of the ice sheet,
most of which was lost during the last ¹10 000 years when
the WAIS experienced grounding-line retreat at rates aver-
aging ¹100 m a^1 (Conway and others, 1999). The behavior
of theWAIS in recent centuries and decades hasbeen highly
unstable and is at present inconsistent in some regions with
the postglacial trend of retreat and shrinkage (Fahnestock
and others, 2001; Joughin and Tulaczyk, 2002). The instabil-
ity inWAIS behavior can be attributed to changes in flow of
fast-moving ice streams andoutlet glaciers that carry almost
all of the ice discharging from the ice sheet. At the present
time, while Pine Island Glacier experiences rapid thinning
(Rignot, 2001; Shepherd and others, 2001), the drainage
basins of the Ross ice streams have, on average, a strongly
positive imbalance (Joughin andTulaczyk, 2002). The main
reason for the thickening in this region is the shut-down of
Ice Stream C (ISC) ¹150 years ago combined with a
marked slow-down of Whillans Ice Stream (WIS) aver-
aging about 5 m a^2 between 1974 and 1997 (Fig. 1). If this
deceleration continues at its current rate, the outflow of ice
fromWIS will cease in ¹70 years.This event would increase
the contribution of this section of the WAIS to global sea-
level change to nearly ^0.2 mm a^1 (negative sign denotes
sea-level fall) (Fig. 2). The stoppage of WIS would also con-
stitute a large perturbation to the mass balance of the Ross
Ice Shelf, which would receive from the Ross ice streams
only ¹40 km3 of ice per year, down from ¹70 km3 a^1 at
present and ¹100 km3 a^1 before the stoppage of ISC. This

perturbation, particularly if combined with a possible
near-future increase in bottom melting rates (Rignot and
Jacobs, 2002), could help destabilize the ice shelf, causing
its retreat or even a complete break-up.

Previous analytical modeling indicates that the slowdown
of WIS is most likely due to either freeze-on-driven strength-
ening of the ice-stream bed or a decrease in driving stress
(Joughin and others, 2002). In the latter case, the slow-down
could be unsustainable, because with time a decrease in ice
discharge should act against the initial tendency of the driv-
ing stress to decrease. Bed strengthening, on the other hand,
canbe a runaway process, which is capable of bringingan ice
stream to a complete stoppage (Tulaczyk and others, 2000b).
One of the serious limitations of our previous analyticalmod-
eling was its inability to examine the possible influence of
basal water import from upstream on bed strengthening
(Joughin and others, 2002). Yet calculations of melting and
freezing rates beneath WIS do suggest that while the lower
part of the ice stream may be experiencing basal freeze-on
(and bed strengthening), its upstream regions are likely to
experience basal melting (Joughin and others, 2003). Similar
conclusions havebeen drawnby Parizek and others (2002) for
Ice Stream D, based on their model calculations of basal
melting and freezing. If the basal meltwater can be imported
into the regions experiencing freezing at sufficiently high
rates, excessive bed strengthening and complete ice-stream
stoppage could be averted.

We have recently constructed a new model of an ice
stream with an evolving till bed, which can be used to inves-
tigate the observed slow-down of WIS.The model includes a
simple parameterization of basal water transport to investi-
gate how much water, if any, would have to be supplied to
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the bed of WIS to prevent its complete stoppage. Previously,
we have used the same numerical code to simulate the stop-
page of ISC.This experience indicated that relatively small
changes in the width of this ice stream could switch it
between steady (no shut-down) and unsteady (shut-down)
modes. Hence, we have also tested the sensitivity of theWIS
model to variations in width.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

2.1. Equations

In simulations of the slow-down of WIS, we have used a
numerical ice-stream model that was developedto investigate
whether the shut-down of ISC may have been caused by
freeze-on-driven strengthening of till (Tulaczyk and others,
2000b; Bougamont and others, 2003). This numerical model
explicitly couples a module describing ice thermodynamics
with an evolving till bed. This model is easily adapted to
WIS, since only the prescribed geometry (bed topography,
ice-stream width) has to be adjusted. The model domain in-
cludes the main trunk of the ice stream (275 km long), and
two ice-stream tributaries (160 km long).

The center-line velocity equation is modified from
Raymond (1996; see also Tulaczyk and others, 2000b), and
assumes that the driving stress is balancedby a combination
of basal resistance and marginal stress. All other forces are
ignored.

Us ˆ Ud 1 ¡ ½b

½d

³ ´n W
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" #
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where W is the width of the ice stream (m), H is the ice thick-
ness (m) and ½d is the driving stress (Pa) (½d ˆ »igH¬, where
»i is the ice density (kg m^3), ½b is the basal stress (Pa), g is the
constant of acceleration due to gravity (m s^2) and ¬ is the
surface slope). The surface velocity, Us, includes a basal slid-

ing component and an internal deformation component
Ud …Ud ˆ 21¡n½n

d H…n ‡ 1†¡1B¡n†. In the latter, B is the
stiffness parameter (Pa a1/3), and we use the Arrhenius rela-
tionship (with activation energies as given in Jackson and
Kamb (1997)) to compute a column-averaged value of B
from vertical ice-temperature profiles calculated in the
model. Integration of equation 39 from Raymond (1996)
gives the average ice velocity in the along-flow direction,
·u ˆ 0.8Us (assuming n ˆ 3).

Fig. 1. Location map showing ice-velocity distribution (color scale) overlain on top of a satellite image of ice-sheet surface
(Joughin and others, 1999).The area is focused onWIS (formerly Ice Stream B) and ISC.

Fig. 2. Evolution of ice fluxes out of the Ross Sea sector of the
WAIS over three centuries, based on data fromJoughin and
Tulaczyk (2002) and Joughin and others (2003). Ice fluxes
are expressed in mm a 1̂of sea-level change. The three filled
circles show the effects of the slow-down of the lower part of
WIS as captured by data collected in 1974, ¹1985 and 1997.
Error bars reflect only the 2¼ uncertainty in velocity measure-
ments.The two open circles show our estimates of ice fluxes out
of the region before the stoppage of ISC and after the possible
near-future stoppage ofWIS. In this case, error bars are based
on estimates only.
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Knowing the geometry and the velocity field for the ice
stream, we can impose ice conservation using a flow-band
equation (Paterson,1994, p.256^257):
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where t denotes the time (years), the first righthand-side
term is the influx of ice across lateral ice-stream boundaries
(expressed per unit area, just like the accumulation rate;
m a^1), v is the transverse ice velocity (m a^1) across the ice-
stream margin (positive inward and negative outward), w is
the velocity of margin migration (sign convention as for v),
_a is the accumulation rate (parameterized by varying it
with elevation from 0.08 m a^1 at the grounding zone to
0.15 m a^1 at the onset to reflect existing data (Giovinetto
and others, 1990; Vaughan and others, 1999)), and _m is the
basal melting/freezing rate (m a^1). Ice flow from Ice Stream
A (ISA) intoWIS is accommodated by addinga constant ice
flux across the lateral boundary of the lower part of the
trunk (at ¹8 km3 a^1; Joughin andTulaczyk,2002).

The basal stress ½b in our model is dependent on the till
void ratio, e, and the relation between the two quantities is
based on laboratory experiments (Tulaczyk and others,
2000a, equation 3d; Kamb, 2001):

½b ˆ a exp…¡be† ; …3†

where a and b are empirical constants. According to this
equation, basal resistance increases exponentially as the
void ratio decreases.

To calculate basal melting/freezing rates, the basal tem-
perature gradient must be determined. We compute the
temperature field in the ice stream, using a two-dimensional
equation including vertical diffusion as well as vertical and
horizontal advection (Hooke,1998, p.79^80):
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where µ is the thermal diffusivity in the ice (m2 a^1), T is the ice
temperature (³C), and ws and wb are respectively the vertical
velocity at the surface and the base of the ice column (ma^1).
As is customary, the horizontal diffusion term has been
omitted (Hooke, 1998, p.79). The linear parameterization of
vertical ice velocity used in Equation (4) is a fair assumption
forWest Antarctic ice streams, whose internal ice deformation
contributes little to their forward motion (Kamb, 2001).

For thermal boundaryconditions, we took basal tempera-
ture equal to the pressure-melting-point temperature every-
where (Hughes,1998, p.294^295) and prescribed temporally
constant surface temperatures. We used a small atmospheric
lapse rate of 0.004 ³C m^1 to calculate the surface temperature
distribution by assuming linear dependence on surface
elevation. This lapse rate is lower than the typical range of
atmospheric lapse rates (0.006^0.010 ³C m^1). It has long been
recognized that there is a regional anomaly in the vertical
distribution of temperature in the study area (Giovinetto
and others, 1990). The value used here was calculated by
fitting 10 m temperatures at Byrd Station, as well as from
several locations onWIS, Siple Dome and ISC (Kamb, 2001;
personal communication from H. Engelhardt, 2001).

The melting/freezing rate _m affects the bed strength and
ice velocity by adding water to, or subtracting it from, the
till layer, thereby increasing or reducing the till void ratio

(Equation (3)). The rate is computed from the energy-
balance equation (Tulaczyk and others, 2000b):

_m ˆ ½bUs ‡ G ‡ Ki³b

L»i
; …5†

where G is the geothermal flux (W m^2), Ki is the thermal
conductivity of ice (J m^1 s^1 K^1), ³b is the basal tempera-
ture gradient ( ³C m^1) (negative quantity in our coordinate
system; Fig. 3a), L is the latent heat (J kg^1) and »i is the ice
density (kg m^3).

Values of constants and constant parameters used in the
model are summarized inTables 1 and 2.

2.2. Numerical methods

At the beginning of each experiment, the model is initial-
ized by prescribing boundary conditions emulating the
modern state of WIS, and the model is run in a `̀ spin-up’’
mode. In this mode, no changes in boundary conditions are
imposed and no feedback between the ice module and the
till^bed module is allowed. Consequently, the model
converges toward a steady state. Our arbitrary condition
for deciding when this steady state is achieved states that
the year-to-year variation in the velocity field must become
small everywhere (typically 51m a^1). Once the velocity

Fig. 3. (a) Sketch illustrating the arrangement of horizontal
(ice) nodes and vertical (temperature) nodes in our flowline
model. (b) Distribution of width along ice-stream axis.The
bold line labeled Coef ˆ 1 represents the modern distribution,
and the two dashed lines show the narrower width distri-
bution assumed in some of our numerical experiments. The
red arrow labeled ISA shows the place in the model where we
input the ice discharging from ISA.
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field converges to this criterion, we turn on the feedback
between the ice and the till modules by allowing the till
strength to respond to the calculated basal melting/freezing
rates (Equations (3) and (5)). The horizontal spatial reso-
lution is 5 km for an ice-stream length of 435 km (160 km of
tributaries, 275 km of main trunk). We solve the mass-
balance and thermal equations (Equations (2) and (4))
using a finite-difference method with a semi-implicit scheme
(both central and upward (for horizontal advection in Equa-
tion (4)) scheme), which allow us to run the model with a
larger time-step than with the explicit method previously
used (up to 20 times faster).We have not observed significant
differences in output of the initial runs performed with the
explicit integration scheme and similar later runs done using
the semi-implicit scheme. Out of the several dozens of numer-
ical experiments that we have performed as part of this work,
we discuss here 12 representative experiments (summarized
inTable 3) and referred to in the text as E1^E12.These experi-
ments have been selected because they are relevant to our
goal of assessing whether the current slow-down of WIS will
result in a near-future stoppage.

3. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

3.1. Influence of basal drainage

In several experiments, we introduced a water system that
allowed flow of water to take place between the ice and the
till layer (E1^E4).The presence/absence of water drainage is
still controversial as far as its control over ice-stream beha-
vior is concerned (Alley and others, 1994; Anandakrishnan
and Alley, 1997; Tulaczyk and others, 2000b; Parizek and
others, 2002). We propose here a simple way to examine the
potential role which the basal water system may play in the
near-future evolution of the observed slow-down of WIS.

The assumed basal water system is present everywhere
beneath the ice base. We drive it by prescribing a constant
realistic amount of water that enters the system at its up-
stream end (onset of the tributaries). The maximum
amount of water that we force into the system is 1305 m3 a^1

per meter width of the onset, equivalent to the addition of
¹3 mm a^1 of water to each meter squared of the ice-stream
bed. Previous estimates of basal melting rates within the
drainage basin of WIS and neighboring ice streams indicate
that water-influx rates into the part of WIS simulated here
may be of the order of 10^1000 m3 a^1 per meter width
(equivalent to a melting rate of ¹0.01 to ¹1mm a^1 per unit
area of ice-stream bed) (Alley and others, 1986; Tulaczyk
and others, 2001; Parizek and others, 2002). Once the set
water volume is added at the tributary onsets, it is tracked
through each node. At each time-step, if at a given node the
basal melting/freezing rate is positive (melting), water in the
basal system is assumed to simply pass the node without
gaining or losing any volume. If the basal melting/freezing
rate is negative (freezing), then water from the basal system
is used first to satisfy the freezing rate. Only once all of the
basal water is depleted upstream of (and at) a given node,
will the basal freezing be satisfied through withdrawal of
pore water from till.

The basal water is never used in the model to decrease
the basal resistance to ice-stream motion. Rather, we assume
that basal resistance is still set by local exchange of water
between the ice base and the till. We just make it harder for
freeze-on-driven bed strengthening to occur by providing a
large reservoir of latent heat in the form of the basal water
system. If we were to assume that all or some of the added
basal water acts to decrease the basal shear stress, the calcu-
lated shear heating would be lower. This would either
decrease basal melting rates or even switch the basal energy
balance to freezing, necessitating that some of the water from
the basal system be used to satisfy the freeze-on. Hence, our
treatment of the basal water system as a simple reservoir of
latent heat represents a conservative assumption, from the
point of view of checking how much basal water is needed
to prevent ice-stream stoppage.

Table 1.Values of constants used in the model

Symbol Constant Value

a Empirical constant basal stress determination 1316103

b Empirical constant basal stress determination 5.7
g Constant of gravity (m s^2) 9.8
G Geothermal flux (W m^2) 0.07
µ Thermal diffusivity of ice (m2 a^1) 36
Ki Thermal conductivity of ice (J m^1 a^1 K^1) 666106

L Latent heat of ice (J kg^1) 3356103

n Glen flow-law exponent 3
»i Ice density (kg m^3) 917
»w Water density (kg m^3) 1000

Table 2.Values of constant parameters used in the model

Symbol Model parameter Value

Tsurf Surface temperature ^25³C at grounding zone and up to ^27³C
at tributaries onset

_a Accumulation rate 0.08ma^1 at grounding zone and up to
0.15ma^1 at tributaries onset

Qinlet Flux of ice at the onset 1013 kga^1 for one tributary
QISA Flux of ice from ISA 1013 kga^1

QISC Flux of ice from ISC 1.5 13 kg a^1

einit Initial void ratio 0.7

Table 3. Description of the 12 experiments discussed here

Winitial at
groundingzone

Water-input
rate

Model results

mm a^1

E1 modern 0 Thinning; rapid stoppage; no propagation
E2 modern 1 Thinning; rapid stoppage; no propagation
E3 modern 2 Thinning; rapid stoppage; no propagation
E4 modern 3 No stoppage; very thin ice stream
E5 modern 0 No ISA ice flux; rapid stoppage; propa-

gation 50 km upstream
E6 modern 2 No ISA ice flux; rapid stoppage; no propa-

gation
E7 modern 0 With ISC ice flux; higher-velocity field

leading to stoppage; no propagation
E8 modern 1 With ISC ice flux; higher-velocity field

leading to stoppage; no propagation
E9 1/3 of Wmodern 0 Important thickening; no stoppage
E10 1/3 of Wmodern 2 Important thickening; no stoppage
E11 1/2 of Wmodern 0 Stoppage; no propagation
E12 1/2 of Wmodern 2 Thickening; no stoppage

Notes: Winitial is initial ice-stream width; Wmodern is modern ice-stream
width at grounding zone.
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3.2. Ice influx from ISA and ISC

ISA supplies to the lower part of WIS avolume of ice equiva-

lent to almost one third of the total surface accumulation of
WIS. We have completely `̀ turned off ’’ the influx from ISA
in two experiments (E5 and E6) and explored the model
sensitivity to this perturbation.

Since the main trunk of ISC stopped ¹150 years ago, the
upstream ISC has thickened, while the fast-flowing WIS has
thinned (Alley and others, 1994; Joughin and others, 1999;
Price and others, 2001). The increasing elevation difference
may trigger an increasing deviation of ice from the upper
reaches of the ISC catchment to WIS, possibly adding an ice
flux of up to 15 km3 a^1 (Conway and others, 2002; Joughin
and Tulaczyk, 2002). We tested the effect of ice diversion by
adding this much ice influx directly into the onsets of WIS
tributaries (E7 and E8). This approach is aimed at exploring
the maximum possible contribution of ISC ice to WIS
because, at present, ice is being stored in ISC through the fast
growth of a bulge located at the transition from active ISC
tributaries to its inactive trunk (Price and others, 2001).

3.3.Variability of ice stream width

A number of ground-based measurements and satellite obser-
vations indicate that ice-stream boundaries migrate laterally
at rates at least of the order of 10 ma^1 and over distances of
kilometers to dozens of kilometers (Clarke and Bentley, 1995;
Echelmeyer and Harrison,1999; Clarke and others, 2000; Fah-
nestock and others, 2000; Jacobel and others, 2000; Whillans
and others, 2001). Results of our previous modeling effort indi-
cate that ice-stream width is the key parameter which deter-
mines whether a simulated ice stream will shut down or not.

Because width is raised to fourth (n ‡1) power in the
velocity equation (Equation (1)), even relatively small widen-
ing or narrowing of an ice stream may have significant impact
on ice-stream evolution.To test the sensitivity of WIS behavior
to ice-stream width as a control parameter, we ran experi-
ments with a range of initial widths (see Fig. 3b) and tested
how the ice stream behaves strictly under narrower fixed-
width conditions (E9^E12). The experiments described in
this section are also run with and without basal water input.

Fig. 4. Ice-stream velocity (ma^1) (a) and basal melting rate
(mma^1) (b), as a function of the water-input rate at the onset
(expressed in mm a^1 per m2 of the bed). For (a), values repre-
sent the maximum and minimum evaluated at two different
locations: at x ˆ 60 km (labeled `̀tributaries’’) and at x ˆ
435 km (labeled `̀grounding zone’’). Arrows indicate the direc-
tion of velocity changes through time. For (b), we show the range
of averaged basal melting (positive) and freezing (negative)
rates computed beneath the ice stream obtained at each time-step.

Fig. 5. Ice thickness along the simulated ice stream 100 years after stoppage, shown here for experiments E1^E3 (modern width,
basal water input rate equivalent to 0 mm a 1̂(dashed line), 1mm a 1̂(red line) and 2 mm a 1̂(green line).The initial profile
(based on present-day surface map) is plotted in thick solid black, as is the assumed bed topography.This graph illustrates the
geometry and position of the ice bump that forms after stoppage.The more drainage, the closer is the grounding line to the ice-bump
position, and the less pronounced its shape.
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4. RESULTS

4.1. Sensitivity to water-input rates

In the numerical experiments described in this section, the
main objective is to evaluate the amountof water that would
be necessary to keep the ice stream flowing (see section 3.1).
Figure 4 shows the influence of water input on ice-stream
velocity and on basal melting at two different locations in
the model (tributaries and grounding zone).

When water-input rates were set to no more than 2 mm a^1

per unit bed area (E1^E3), the simulated ice stream experi-

enced a rapid slow-down (within 50 years) followed by a
complete shut-down in the grounding-zone area of WIS
(Fig. 4a). The stoppage is confined to the lowermost part of
the ice stream and does not propagate up to the junction with
the tributaries. AfterWIS stopped, it quickly thickened, par-
ticularly at the transition between stagnant and moving ice
(Fig. 5). This resulted from the combined effect of accumu-
lation rate, advection of ice from upstream, and transverse
influx of ice from ISA and across the lateral shear margins.

Calculated basal melting/freezing rates were positive
beneath the tributaries, whereas they remained negative
beneath the main trunk (¹^2 mm a^1 on average in the

Fig. 6. Atime^distance diagramshowing the comparison of center-line velocity fields calculated in experiments E5 (a), E1 (b)and E7
(c).The coordinate x ˆ 0 km corresponds to the assumed onset of tributaries, and x ˆ 435 km corresponds to the assumed grounding-
line position.The junction between tributaries and main trunk is at x ˆ185 km.Time is displayed on the vertical axis. Contour lines
represent ice-flow velocity values (in m a^1). For these experiments, the ice-stream width corresponds to the modernWISwidth, and no
basal water input is assumed.There is no influx of ice from ISAor ISC in (a). ISAflux is added in (b), and both are added in (c).
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undrained case; Fig. 4b). Because of the assumed relationship
between basal freezing and bed strengthening (Tulaczyk and
others, 2000b), the computed mean value of _m beneath the
ice stream is a good predictor of ice-stream stoppage. Indeed,
in experiments E1^E3 the spatially averaged basal/freezing
rate wasbelow ^2mma^1 and it was alwaysable to completely
consume the added basal water (Fig. 4b). Hence, freeze-on-
driven strengthening commences and then increases with
time because of the positive feedback between freezing, shear
heating and sliding velocity encapsulated in the bed treat-
ment proposed byTulaczyk and others (2000b).

In experiment E4, the water-input rate equivalent to
3 mm a^1 of melting per unit area of the bed was sufficient
to prevent till strengthening and ice-stream slow-down.
This rate is high but not unreasonably so, indicating that
direct observational constraints on the amount of basal
water available beneath WIS may be necessary to reliably
predict the near-future evolution of this ice stream. Experi-
ment E4 with the highest basal water input is also the only
one in which the predicted velocity never dropped. Perhaps
the most important observation is that in all these model
runs a velocity slow-down is always a sign of a coming ice-
stream stoppage. The ice-stream system, as represented by
equations contained in the model, retains the binary nature
of the analytical model presented previously by Tulaczyk
and others (2000b). The simulated ice stream is either able
to maintain a non-freezing and non-strengthening bed or it
switches to freezing, which triggers a runaway bed strength-
ening that brings the ice stream to a halt.

4.2. Influence of ice influx from ISA and ISC

In Figure 6a (E5), we show results of a numerical experiment
in which all of the parameters and boundaryconditions were

kept the same as in the baseline case E1 but the input of ice
from ISA was turned off completely. This perturbation
allowed propagation of the stoppage somewhat further up-
stream, by about 50 km. Elimination of ice input from ISA
had less impact on the propagationof stoppage if basal water
input was included (E6,Table 3).

In a separate set of experiments, the impact of possible
complete ice diversion from ISC tributaries to WIS was
explored (E7, Table 3). This change increased simulated ice
velocity by about 30^100% along the whole flowline (Fig.
6c), without preventing slow-down at the grounding zone
(basal water input rates rose to 1mm a^1).

4.3.Width changes

Experiments were run with ice-stream width distribution set
to be significantly narrower than the modern configuration.
Everything else was similar to the experiments described
above.

We began by setting the ice-stream maximum width to
be one-third of its actual value (Fig.3b). In this set of experi-
ments, results are similar for cases with and without water
input (Fig. 7) because basal freezing never becomes large
enough to initiate bed strengthening even when no extra
basal water is added. Consequently, no ice-stream slow-
downs or stoppages were observed. With such a narrow ice
stream, the ice thickness was greater than the modern one at
the end of the model spin-up period and increased further
during the actual model run.The large ice thickness induces
low basal temperature gradients and hinders basal freezing.

We also ran a second set of fixed-width experiments,
where the maximum ice-stream width was set to be half of
the modern value (Fig 3b). Again, the basal water-input rate
was assumed to be 0 mm a^1 in the first experiment, com-
pared to 2 mm a^1 in the second one.The applied reduction
of ice-stream width allows the ice stream to flow continu-
ously with a lower water-input rate than in the modern,
wide-ice-stream case (2 mm a^1 vs 3 mm a^1).

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Results of our modeling of WIS support the conjecture that
the observed recent slow-down of this ice stream may lead to
a complete shut-down of the lowermost portion of WIS with-
in the next few decades. We make this statement because all
slow-downs produced in our simulations resulted in a com-
plete ice-stream stoppage. We were able to prescribe bound-
ary conditions (e.g. sufficient amount of basal water input)
that averted ice-stream stoppage, but in these cases the model
did not produce any slow-downs either. Since we obtain a
steady velocity field when the sub-ice-stream bed is not
strengthening, we do not favor the explanation that the
observed slow-downofWIS results from a decrease in driving
stress (Joughin and others, 2002). One realistic outcome of
our model is its ability to produce constant slow-down rates.
This feature is consistent with available observations, which
indicate that the lower part of WIS was slowing down
between 1974 and 1997 at a relatively steady rate of ¹5 m a^2

(Joughin and others, 2003). Although the simulated linearity
of slow-down is realistic, our model does consistently over-
predict the rate of slow-down, at ¹15 m a^2(Fig. 8). Within
the physical framework contained in our model, this unsatis-
factoryoutcome may be due to either too highcalculatedbasal

Fig. 7. Ice-stream velocity (ma^1) as a function of the assumed
ice-stream width for experiments E9^E12. The latter is
expressed as a fraction of the modern width at the grounding
zone. Values represent the maximum and minimum velocity
evaluated at x ˆ 435 km (grounding zone).We show two cases
in which we have assumed an equivalent basal water-input rate
of 2 mm a^1 (labeled with `̀ *’’) and 0 mm a^1 (labeled with
`̀ ’̄’). Arrows indicate how the velocity is changing through time.
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freezing rates or too sensitive assumed dependence of bed
strength on freezing rates. Alternatively, the model may be
missing some important physical process/es, which in reality
make/s ice streams slow down less rapidly than predicted here.

The model predicts that a relatively large amount of
basal water (2 and 3 mm a^1 per unit area of the ice-stream
bed) would have to be imported from upstream to avert
WIS slow-down and stoppage. Although large, this volume
could, however, be delivered by long-distance water drain-
age from beneath central parts of the ice sheet. This result
underscores the need for much better observational con-
straints on the efficiency and physical nature of sub-ice-
stream water drainage.

Based on the model results, we conjecture that neither
admissible changes in the overall mass balance of WIS nor
any reasonable narrowing of this ice stream can avert its
continuing slow-down. Only a transient injection of extra
basal water could produce in our model a situation in which
the ice stream slows down but never stops.
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Fig. 8. Changes in center-line velocity at the grounding line
over the first 200 model years after the end of the spin-up phase
(at 0 years). Several experiments which resulted in a
simulated WIS shut-down are shown, plus one experiment
(E4) in which shut-down is averted by an injection of basal
water at the rate of 3 mm a 1̂per unit area of the bed.
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